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Here are some things to do to avoid being victimized. Wochit 
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The ripple effects were wide-reaching when Callie Greer's daughter lost her driver's 

license several years ago.  

Fined for an expired tag violation and unable to pay subsequent fees, she struggled to 

find a job without transportation. The family struggled to help her household while 

maintaining their own. And, once she was able to pay off the fees, she didn't have the 

cash available to pay to renew the license.  

"You could never pay your way out of the situation," Greer, a Selma chef and community 

activist, said. "It was a no-win situation. It's like they're throwing dirt on you while you're 

trying to climb out of this hole." 
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A newly released report on the impact of Alabama court fines and fees says a disjointed 

court system and counterproductive punitive measures contribute to an "escalating cycle" 

disproportionately pressuring poor and black Alabamians while creating more public 

safety risks.  

More: Nurse laundered money through Nigeria vehicle scheme, prosecution alleges 

Published by advocacy group Alabama Appleseed and the University of Alabama at 

Birmingham, among others, the report found that a statewide aversion to raising revenue 

through taxes or other mechanisms has placed undue pressure on court systems to 

collect their own revenues. 

Additionally, "poverty penalties," or escalating penalties charged to people who cannot 

afford the original court fine, constitutes unequal treatment in the justice system for poor 

Alabamians. 

"The status quo is both unsustainable and unconscionable," the report states. "As a 

practical matter, Alabama should not fund its state government on the backs of poor 

people whose ability to obtain gainful employment is severely hampered by the 

consequences of having criminal records. As a matter of conscience, we should not 

tolerate a system that forces people to choose between paying for basic necessities like 

food and medicine, and paying their court debt." 

Half of nearly 1,000 Alabamians surveyed by the report served jail time for failure to pay 

court debt. More than 80 percent gave up necessities like food or car payments to pay 

down their debts, or to help pay down debt for others.  

Appleseed also believes fines and fees can be counterproductive to public safety: About 

38 percent of Appleseed's respondents reported committing a crime to get money to pay 

off their court debt. One-fifth of those people had incurred their debt through simple traffic 

violations like driving with an expired tag.  

More: Revival of violent crime reduction program is working, Alabama U.S. Attorneys say 

"The purpose of any criminal justice system is to deter unlawful activity, protect the 

public, and rehabilitate people with criminal convictions," the report states. "We found that 

Alabama's criminal justice system, which imposes court debt on people who cannot 

possibly afford to repay it, does the opposite." 

Respondents most often sold drugs, followed by stealing and sex work, to pay off their 

debt.  
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"It's not just about the people who are harmed, it's about public safety," said Frank 

Knaack, Appleseed executive director.  

University of Alabama at Birmingham Treatment Alternatives for Safer Communities, 

Greater Birmingham Ministries and Legal Services Alabama worked with Appleseed on 

the report, which offered specific recommendations to lawmakers, court systems and 

local governments to ease the strain fines and fees on poor Alabamians, particularly 

people of color. 

The report concludes that court costs and fees should be eliminated altogether. But 

Knaack said the state Legislature could take smaller steps to mitigate current pressures. 

The first step would be toward better transparency and data.  

"We pulled information from sources to get a glimpse at the the millions and millions of 

dollars assessed each year," Knaack said. "But we don't know the total amount of 

money, how much is spent each year collecting that money, and where that money is 

going. Lawmakers and public officials should have the data necessary to make informed 

public policy decisions." 

Knaack also recommends the state stop revoking licenses from people for unpaid court 

debt. 

Though the majority of U.S. states still have similar laws on the books, there is recent 

movement to end the practice. In July, a federal court barred Tennessee from taking 

licenses from drivers who cannot afford to pay court costs.  

In her ruling, U.S. District Judge Aleta Trauger called the practice 

unconstitutional, according to the Tennessean, and wrote it was "not merely ineffective; it 

is powerfully counterproductive." Tennessee is currently appealing the ruling.  
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"It's wholly appropriate to suspend for a driving-related offense," Knaack said. "But when 

it has nothing to with their ability to drive, that's harmful and counterproductive." 

The report also recommends state lawmakers reconsider the "two-tiered justice system" 

created by diversion programs, programs often offered to first-time offenders that can 

lead to dismissal of charges. But the programs often come with high monthly fees or strict 

schedules difficult to maintain for shift workers or people trying to cobble together 

multiple jobs. 

"People are put in an unconscionable place to pay down their criminal justice debt," 

Knaack said. 

 


